CORONAVIRUS NOTAMS
(as of 7 February 2020)

Disclaimer

The following list of NOTAMs may not be accurate and may be missing some NOTAMs issued by
States. The list was generated using the ICAO ISTARS Portal (U.S. Defense Internet NOTAM Service).

* Total number of valid NOTAMs: 44

** The list of NOTAMs are ordered by date of creation

A0185/20 - FMEP (Reunion): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-07T08:01:00.000Z - 2020-03-03T23:59:00.000Z

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FRENCH MINISTRY OF HEALTH INSTRUCTIONS AIMING AT
PREVENTING THE INTRODUCTION OR SPREAD OF INFECTIONS BY THE NOVEL
CORONAVIRUS 2019: 1/THE PILOT RESPONSIBLE FOR AN ACFT ARRIVING FM THE
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (INCLUDING THE HONG KONG AND MACAU SPECIAL
ADMINISTRATIVE REGIONS) MUST PROVIDE THE HEALTH PART OF THE ACFT GEN
DECLARATION UPON LDG AT THE FST AP IN THE TERRITORY OF FRANCE. 2/ALL
TRAVELLERS ARRIVING IN FRANCE BY ACFT THAT HAVE DEPARTED FM THE PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC OF CHINA (INCLUDING THE HONG KONG AND MACAU SPECIAL
ADMINISTRATIVE REGIONS), INCLUDING AFTER A TECHNICAL STOP, MUST FILL IN THE
PUBLIC HEALTH PAX LOCATOR FORM (SEE ICAO ANNEX 9, APPENDIX 13,
AND FRENCH ORDER OF 9 JUL 2014 CONCERNING PAX LOCATOR FORMS). 3/THE PUBLIC HEALTH PAX
LOCATOR FORM MUST B CREATED: 07 Feb 2020 08:20:00 SOURCE: FMMMYNYX

A0184/20 - FMCZ (Madagascar): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-07T07:54:00.000Z - 2020-03-03T23:59:00.000Z

- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FRENCH MINISTRY OF HEALTH INSTRUCTIONS AIMING AT
PREVENTING THE INTRODUCTION OR SPREAD OF INFECTIONS BY THE NOVEL
CORONAVIRUS 2019: 1/THE PILOT RESPONSIBLE FOR AN ACFT ARRIVING FM THE
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (INCLUDING THE HONG KONG AND MACAU SPECIAL

A0183/20 - FMEE (Reunion): Not listed

- Period: 2020-02-07T07:46:00.000Z - 2020-03-03T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOther InformationOther


A0298/20 - VVTS (Viet Nam): Flight information region

- Period: 2020-02-06T12:00:00.000Z - 2020-05-01T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information region

ALL CARGO FLIGHTS ARE ALLOWED TO OPERATE BTN AD OF VIETNAM AND AD OF MAINLAND CHINA FM 1200 UTC DATED 06 FEB 2020. CARRIERS/OPERATORS SHALL SUBMIT APPLICATION FOR FLIGHT PERMISSION TO CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY OF VIETNAM FOR APPROVAL. TRANSPORTATION OF LIVE ANIMAL, CATTLE AND POULTRY MEAT ARE NOT ALLOWED IN FLIGHTS FM AD OF MAINLAND CHINA TO AD OF VIETNAM. CREW MEMBERS AND OPERATING PERSONNEL IN FLIGHTS FM AD OF MAINLAND CHINA TO AD OF VIETNAM HAVE TO COMPLY WITH REGULATIONS CONCERNING QUARANTINE AND IMMIGRATION.

A0298/20 - VVVV (Viet Nam): Flight information region

- Period: 2020-02-06T12:00:00.000Z - 2020-05-01T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information region

ALL CARGO FLIGHTS ARE ALLOWED TO OPERATE BTN AD OF VIETNAM AND AD OF MAINLAND CHINA FM 1200 UTC DATED 06 FEB 2020. CARRIERS/OPERATORS SHALL SUBMIT APPLICATION FOR FLIGHT PERMISSION TO CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY OF VIETNAM FOR APPROVAL. TRANSPORTATION OF LIVE ANIMAL, CATTLE AND POULTRY MEAT ARE NOT ALLOWED IN FLIGHTS FM AD OF MAINLAND CHINA TO AD OF VIETNAM.
- CREW MEMBERS AND OPERATING PERSONNEL IN FLIGHTS FM AD OF MAINLAND CHINA TO AD OF VIETNAM HAVE TO COMPLY WITH REGULATIONS CONCERNING QUARANTINE AND IMMIGRATION. CREATED: 06 Feb 2020 10:31:00 SOURCE: VVVVNYNX

A0043/20 - NTTT (): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-06T03:05:00.000Z - 2020-03-03T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOther InformationOther Not listed Plain language

IN ACCORDANCE WITH FRENCH POLYNESIA GOVERNMENT AIMING AT PREVENTING INTRODUCTION OR SPREAD OF INFECTIONS BY THE NEW CORONAVIRUS 2019: I. THE PILOT RESPONSIBLE FOR AN AIRCRAFT ARRIVING FROM THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (INCLUDING THE HONG KONG AND MACAU SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE REGIONS) MUST PROVIDE THE HEALTH PART OF THE AIRCRAFT GENERAL DECLARATION UPON LANDING AT THE FIRST AIRPORT IN THE TERRITORY OF FRENCH POLYNESIA. II. ALL TRAVELLERS ARRIVING IN FRENCH POLYNESIA BY AIRCRAFT THAT HAVE DEPARTED FROM THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (INCLUDING THE HONG KONG AND MACAU SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE REGIONS), INCLUDING AFTER A TECHNICAL STOP, MUST FILL IN THE PUBLIC HEALTH PASSENGER LOCATOR FORM (SEE ICAO ANNEX 9, APPENDIX 13 AND FRENCH ORDER OF 9 JULY 2014 CONCERNING PASSENGER LOCATOR FORMS). III. THE PUBLIC HEALTH PASSENGER LOCATOR FORM MUST BE HANDED OUT TO PASSENGERS BY THE CREW, COMPLETED AND HANDED OVER BY THE AIR OPERATOR TO THE AERODROME OPERATOR AT THE DESTINATION AIRPORT. CREATED: 06 Feb 2020 03:05:00 SOURCE: NTAAYNYX

A0041/20 - MYNN (Bahamas): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-05T20:50:00.000Z - 2020-04-29T19:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOther InformationOther Not listed Plain language

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY DUE TO HEIGHTENED GLOBAL PROLIFERATION OF THE NOVEL CORONAVIRUS (2019-NCOV) WHICH PRESENT AN INADVERTENT HEALTH RISK TO THE COUNTRY AIR TRAFFIC SERVICES SHALL BE DENIED AND NO APPROVAL SHALL BE GRANTED TO ANY FLIGHT ORIGINATING FROM CHINA TO LAND AT ANY AERODROME IN THE COMMONWEALTH OF THE BAHAMAS. THE PILOT IN COMMAND MAY DEVIATE FROM THIS NOTAM ONLY IN THE EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY SITUATION WHICH INDICATES THAT THE OPERATING EFFICIENCY OF THE AIRCRAFT HAS BEEN IMPAIRED. THIS NOTAM APPLIES TO ALL AIRCRAFT OPERATORS WHETHER COMMERCIAL OR PRIVATELY OWNED CREATED: 05 Feb 2020 20:47:00 SOURCE: MYNNNYNX

A0023/20 - OJAC (Jordan): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-04T18:29:00.000Z - 2020-05-03T10:00:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOther InformationOther Not listed Plain language

DUE TO HEALTH REASONS ANY PASSENGER WHO LEFT CHINA LESS THAN 14 DAYS PRIOR TO THE ARRIVAL TO JORDAN WILL NOT BE ALLOWED ENTRY AND WILL BE RETURNED ON THE SAME FLIGHT AND THIS RESTRICTION DO NOT APPLY TO JORDANIAN CITIZENS AND THEIR SPOUSE CREATED: 04 Feb 2020 18:34:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN
A0061/20 - GMMM (Morocco): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-04T15:33:00Z - 2020-05-04T23:59:00Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

IN ORDER TO IMPROVE APPROPRIATE INFECTION PREVENTION AND CONTROL MEASURES IN CASE OF PRESENCE OF ONE OR MORE PASSENGERS SUSPECTED TO BE AFFECTED BY SYNDROME ASSOCIATED WITH CORONAVIRUS 2019 ON BOARD OF ANY FLIGHT ARRIVING OR DEPARTING IN MORROCAN AIRPORTS, THE FLIGHT CREW SHALL REPORT IMMEDIATELY ALL RELATED INFORMATION TO THE APPROPRIATE ATC UNIT. HTTP://SIAMAROC.ONDA.MA/02B-DGAC-DAC-2020.PDF CREATED: 04 Feb 2020 15:33:00 SOURCE: GMMMYNYX

A0437/20 - LYBA (Serbia): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-04T09:02:00Z - 2020-06-30T23:59:00Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

INFORMATION RELEVANT FOR PREVENTION AND PROTECTION OF CORONAVIRUS (2019-NCOV) IN SERBIA:

F0161/20 - LFBB (France): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-03T20:25:00Z - 2020-03-03T23:59:00Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language


Creating: 03 Feb 2020 20:00:00 Source: EUECYIYN
TO THE AERODROME OPERATOR AT THE DESTINATION AIRPORT. CREATED: 03 Feb 2020 20:00:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

F0161/20 - LFRR (France): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-03T20:25:00.000Z - 2020-03-03T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information Other Information Other Not listed Plain language

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FRENCH MINISTRY OF HEALTH INSTRUCTIONS AIMING AT PREVENTING THE INTRODUCTION OR SPREAD OF INFECTIONS BY THE NOVEL CORONAVIRUS 2019: I. THE PILOT RESPONSIBLE FOR AN AIRCRAFT ARRIVING FROM THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (INCLUDING THE HONG KONG AND MACAU SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE REGIONS) MUST PROVIDE THE HEALTH PART OF THE AIRCRAFT GENERAL DECLARATION UPON LANDING AT THE FIRST AIRPORT IN THE TERRITORY OF FRANCE. II. ALL TRAVELLERS ARRIVING IN FRANCE BY AIRCRAFT THAT HAVE DEPARTED FROM THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (INCLUDING THE HONG KONG AND MACAU SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE REGIONS), INCLUDING AFTER A TECHNICAL STOP, MUST FILL IN THE PUBLIC HEALTH PASSENGER LOCATOR FORM (SEE ICAO ANNEX 9, APPENDIX 13, AND FRENCH ORDER OF 9 JULY 2014 CONCERNING PASSENGER LOCATOR FORMS). III. THE PUBLIC HEALTH PASSENGER LOCATOR FORM MUST BE HANDED OUT TO PASSENGERS BY THE CREW, COMPLETED AND HANDED OVER BY THE AIR OPERATOR TO THE AERODROME OPERATOR AT THE DESTINATION AIRPORT. CREATED: 03 Feb 2020 20:00:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

F0161/20 - LFMM (France): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-03T20:25:00.000Z - 2020-03-03T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information Other Information Other Not listed Plain language

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FRENCH MINISTRY OF HEALTH INSTRUCTIONS AIMING AT PREVENTING THE INTRODUCTION OR SPREAD OF INFECTIONS BY THE NOVEL CORONAVIRUS 2019: I. THE PILOT RESPONSIBLE FOR AN AIRCRAFT ARRIVING FROM THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (INCLUDING THE HONG KONG AND MACAU SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE REGIONS) MUST PROVIDE THE HEALTH PART OF THE AIRCRAFT GENERAL DECLARATION UPON LANDING AT THE FIRST AIRPORT IN THE TERRITORY OF FRANCE. II. ALL TRAVELLERS ARRIVING IN FRANCE BY AIRCRAFT THAT HAVE DEPARTED FROM THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (INCLUDING THE HONG KONG AND MACAU SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE REGIONS), INCLUDING AFTER A TECHNICAL STOP, MUST FILL IN THE PUBLIC HEALTH PASSENGER LOCATOR FORM (SEE ICAO ANNEX 9, APPENDIX 13, AND FRENCH ORDER OF 9 JULY 2014 CONCERNING PASSENGER LOCATOR FORMS). III. THE PUBLIC HEALTH PASSENGER LOCATOR FORM MUST BE HANDED OUT TO PASSENGERS BY THE CREW, COMPLETED AND HANDED OVER BY THE AIR OPERATOR TO THE AERODROME OPERATOR AT THE DESTINATION AIRPORT. CREATED: 03 Feb 2020 20:00:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0096/20 - LKAA (Czech Republic): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-09T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-05-09T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other Information Other Information Other Not listed Plain language
BASED ON THE PROTECTIVE MEASURE OF THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC ALL AIR CARRIERS OPERATING DIRECT INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS WITH PASSENGERS ON BOARD FROM THE PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA ARE BANNED FROM OPERATING FLIGHTS TO ALL INTERNATIONAL AERODROMES IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

CREATED: 03 Feb 2020 15:54:00 SOURCE: LKPRYNYX

A0250/20 - VVVV (Viet Nam): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-04T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-05-01T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

AT INTL AP, VIET NAM WILL NOT GRANT ENTRY TO NON-VIETNAMESE CITIZEN PASSENGERS WHO HAVE BEEN IN OR TRANSITTED MAINLAND CHINA WI 14 DAYS BEFORE COMING TO VIET NAM. PASSENGERS WHO ARE VIETNAMESE CITIZENS SHALL FOLLOW NORMAL IMMIGRATION PROCEDURE AND COMPLY WITH ALL GUIDANCE AND REGULATION ON EPIDEMIC PREVENTION AFTER THEIR ENTRY INTO VIET NAM.

CREATED: 03 Feb 2020 13:59:00 SOURCE: VVVVYNYX

A0250/20 - VVTS (Viet Nam): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-04T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-05-01T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

AT INTL AP, VIET NAM WILL NOT GRANT ENTRY TO NON-VIETNAMESE CITIZEN PASSENGERS WHO HAVE BEEN IN OR TRANSITTED MAINLAND CHINA WI 14 DAYS BEFORE COMING TO VIET NAM. PASSENGERS WHO ARE VIETNAMESE CITIZENS SHALL FOLLOW NORMAL IMMIGRATION PROCEDURE AND COMPLY WITH ALL GUIDANCE AND REGULATION ON EPIDEMIC PREVENTION AFTER THEIR ENTRY INTO VIET NAM.

CREATED: 03 Feb 2020 13:59:00 SOURCE: VVVVYNYX

A0034/20 - FLFI (Zambia): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-03T12:30:00.000Z - 2020-04-03T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

DUE TO THE ONGOING OUTBREAK OF CORONAVIRUS, ALL AIRMEN ARE REQUESTED TO REPORT SUSPECTED CORONAVIRUS CASES BY RADIO AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE BEFORE ARRIVAL TO AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL AND COMPLY WITH HEALTH SCREENING OF PASSENGERS ENTERING ALL INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS IN ZAMBIA. CREATED: 03 Feb 2020 12:31:00 SOURCE: FLKKYNYX

A0242/20 - VVTS (Viet Nam): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-03T09:06:00.000Z - 2020-05-01T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

DISCONTINUATION OF OPERATING ALL FLIGHTS BTN AD OF VIET NAM AND AD OF CHINA MAINLAND, EXCEPT SPECIAL CASES SHALL BE APPROVED BY CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY OF VIET NAM. CREATED: 03 Feb 2020 09:05:00 SOURCE: VVVVYNYX
A0242/20 - VVVV (Viet Nam): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-03T09:06:00.000Z - 2020-05-01T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

DISCONTINUATION OF OPERATING ALL FLIGHTS BTN AD OF VIET NAM AND AD OF CHINA MAINLAND, EXCEPT SPECIAL CASES SHALL BE APPROVED BY CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY OF VIET NAM. CREATED: 03 Feb 2020 09:05:00 SOURCE: VVVVYNYX

A0021/20 - FIMP (Mauritius): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-02T08:37:00.000Z - 2020-05-02T08:37:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

1. ANY FOREIGN NATIONAL HAVING RESIDED IN CHINA OR WITH A HISTORY OF TRAVEL TO AND FROM CHINA WITHIN THE LAST 14 DAYS WILL NOT BE ALLOWED ENTRY OR TRANSIT IN THE REPUBLIC OF MAURITIUS. 2. MAURITIAN NATIONALS, RESIDENTS, THEIR SPOUSE AND CHILDREN COMING FROM CHINA OR HAVING TRAVELLED THROUGH CHINA WITHIN THE LAST 14 DAYS WILL BE ALLOWED ENTRY IN THE REPUBLIC OF MAURITIUS AND WILL BE PLACED IN QUARANTINE. 3. THE ABOVE SHALL BE EFFECTIVE WIE AND VALID UFN. CREATED: 02 Feb 2020 08:43:00 SOURCE: FIMPYNYX

A0218/20 - VVVV (Viet Nam): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-02T00:24:00.000Z - 2020-03-01T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

THE APPLICATION FOR FLIGHTS (FERRY FLIGHTS FM CHINA MAINLAND TO VIET NAM FOR DISPERSING PASSENGERS WHO RETURN TO CHINA MAINLAND) SHALL BE SENT TO CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY OF VIET NAM FOR ISSUING FLIGHT PERMIT. CREATED: 02 Feb 2020 00:24:00 SOURCE: VVVVYNYX

A0218/20 - VVTS (Viet Nam): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-02T00:24:00.000Z - 2020-03-01T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

THE APPLICATION FOR FLIGHTS (FERRY FLIGHTS FM CHINA MAINLAND TO VIET NAM FOR DISPERSING PASSENGERS WHO RETURN TO CHINA MAINLAND) SHALL BE SENT TO CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY OF VIET NAM FOR ISSUING FLIGHT PERMIT. CREATED: 02 Feb 2020 00:24:00 SOURCE: VVVVYNYX

A0217/20 - VVTS (Viet Nam): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-02T00:22:00.000Z - 2020-05-01T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

FLIGHTS TO TRANSPORT ONLY PASSENGERS WITH VIETNAMESE NATIONALITY DEP FM CHINA MAINLAND WILL BE LICENSED BY CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY OF VIET NAM TO LAND AT VAN DON INTL AP. CREATED: 02 Feb 2020 00:22:00 SOURCE: VVVVYNYX
A0217/20 - VVVV (Viet Nam): Flight information region Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-02T00:22:00.000Z - 2020-05-01T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (AFXX): ATMAirspace organizationOtherFlight information regionPlain language

FLIGHTS TO TRANSPORT ONLY PASSENGERS WITH VIETNAMESE NATIONALITY DEP FM CHINA MAINLAND WILL BE LICENSED BY CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY OF VIET NAM TO LAND AT VAN DON INTL AP. CREATED: 02 Feb 2020 00:22:00 SOURCE: VVVVYNYX

A0661/20 - LIRR (Italy): Not listed Prohibited to

- Period: 2020-02-02T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-28T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXLP): Other InformationOther InformationLimitationsNot listedProhibited to

UPON REQUEST OF THE ITALIAN HEALTH AUTHORITIES ALL FLIGHTS TO/FM PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (PRC) INCLUDING THE HONG KONG, MACAO SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE REGIONS AND TAIPEI ARE FORBIDDEN RMK: TFC NOT AFFECTED: OVERFLY, STATE/MEDEVAC/HOSP/HUMANITARIAN, CARGO FLT TO/FM LIRF/LIMC AND SPECIFIC ACFT AUTORIZED BY ITALIAN CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY (ENAC) REQUESTS SHALL BE ADDRESSED TO SCHEDULED.PERMITS(AT)ENAC.GOV.IT REF AIP GEN 1.2-23 CREATED: 01 Feb 2020 15:54:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

A0661/20 - LIBB (Italy): Not listed Prohibited to

- Period: 2020-02-02T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-28T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXLP): Other InformationOther InformationLimitationsNot listedProhibited to

UPON REQUEST OF THE ITALIAN HEALTH AUTHORITIES ALL FLIGHTS TO/FM PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (PRC) INCLUDING THE HONG KONG, MACAO SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE REGIONS AND TAIPEI ARE FORBIDDEN RMK: TFC NOT AFFECTED: OVERFLY, STATE/MEDEVAC/HOSP/HUMANITARIAN, CARGO FLT TO/FM LIRF/LIMC AND SPECIFIC ACFT AUTORIZED BY ITALIAN CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY (ENAC) REQUESTS SHALL BE ADDRESSED TO SCHEDULED.PERMITS(AT)ENAC.GOV.IT REF AIP GEN 1.2-23 CREATED: 01 Feb 2020 15:54:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

A0661/20 - LIMM (Italy): Not listed Prohibited to

- Period: 2020-02-02T00:00:00.000Z - 2020-04-28T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXLP): Other InformationOther InformationLimitationsNot listedProhibited to

UPON REQUEST OF THE ITALIAN HEALTH AUTHORITIES ALL FLIGHTS TO/FM PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (PRC) INCLUDING THE HONG KONG, MACAO SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE REGIONS AND TAIPEI ARE FORBIDDEN RMK: TFC NOT AFFECTED: OVERFLY, STATE/MEDEVAC/HOSP/HUMANITARIAN, CARGO FLT TO/FM LIRF/LIMC AND SPECIFIC ACFT AUTORIZED BY ITALIAN CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY (ENAC) REQUESTS SHALL BE ADDRESSED TO SCHEDULED.PERMITS(AT)ENAC.GOV.IT REF AIP GEN 1.2-23 CREATED: 01 Feb 2020 15:54:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX
A0213/20 - TGPY (Grenada): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-02-01T00:10:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

Due to the coronavirus outbreak, all airlines including private operators need to advise ATC on the health status of arriving passengers according to health declaration forms. Created: 01 Feb 2020 00:11:00 Source: TTPPYNYX

Q0051/20 - RJJJ (Japan): Not listed Plain language

- Period: 2020-01-31T15:57:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T14:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (XXXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherNot listedPlain language

From 1st Feb 2020, the following people are not permitted to enter Japan for the time being unless there are exceptional circumstances. - Foreigners who have travelled to Hubei province in the Peoples Republic of China within 14 days before arriving Japan. - Foreigners who have Chinese passports issued by Hubei province in the Peoples Republic of China. Inquiry counter RJAA 81-476-34-2222 RJTT 81-3-5708-3202 RJGG 81-569-38-7413 RJBB 81-72-455-1457 Created: 31 Jan 2020 15:57:00 Source: RJAAYNYX

A0015/20 - HRYR (Rwanda): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-01-31T07:50:00.000Z - 2020-04-30T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

Following the declaration of public health emergency of international concern by World Health Organisation in relation to coronavirus outbreak, Rwanda civil aviation advises all airlines entering Rwanda that any passenger on board aircraft who have travelled from China will be screened upon arrival for potential exposure to novel coronavirus and will be quarantined for 2 weeks for observation and case management. Created: 31 Jan 2020 07:50:00 Source: HRYRNYX

A0574/20 - LIMM (Italy): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

- Period: 2020-01-30T13:21:00.000Z - 2020-04-28T23:59:00.000Z
- Q-Code (OEXX): Other InformationOther InformationOtherAircraft entry requirementsPlain language

With reference to the activation of the medical procedure and to improve appropriate infection prevention and control measures in case of presence of one or more passengers suspected to be affected by syndrome associated with a novel coronavirus, such as, cough, breathing difficulties, fever, cold, the pilot in command of the flight, before take further action should verify if the sick passenger has sojourned in China in the last 14 days prior the date of the flight. According to the
WITH REFERENCE TO THE ACTIVATION OF THE MEDICAL PROCEDURE AND TO IMPROVE APPROPRIATE INFECTION PREVENTION AND CONTROL MEASURES IN CASE OF PRESENCE OF ONE OR MORE PASSENGERS SUSPECTED TO BE AFFECTED BY SYNDROME ASSOCIATED WITH A NOVEL CORONAVIRUS, SUCH AS, COUGH, BREATHING DIFFICULTIES, FEVER, COLD, THE PILOT IN COMMAND OF THE FLIGHT, BEFORE TAKE FURTHER ACTION SHOULD VERIFY IF THE SICK PASSENGER HAS SOJOURNED IN CHINA IN THE LAST 14 DAYS PRIOR THE DATE OF THE FLIGHT. ACCORDING TO THE INFORMATION RECEIVED BY THE PASSENGER THE FLIGHT CAN BE CARRIED OUT AS FOLLOW: A. IF NO SOJOURN HAS BEEN REPORTED IN CHINA FLIGHT CAN PROCEED ACCORDING TO ITS FLIGHT PLAN UNLESS DIFFERENT MEDICAL CARE FORCE THE PILOT TO DIVERT TO THE FIRST AVAILABLE AIRPORT. B. IF THE SICK PASSENGER REPORTS SOJOURNED IN CHINA THEN USE OF A PART 1 OF 4 CREATED: 30 Jan 2020 13:23:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

A0574/20 - LIRR (Italy): Aircraft entry requirements Plain language

WITH REFERENCE TO THE ACTIVATION OF THE MEDICAL PROCEDURE AND TO IMPROVE APPROPRIATE INFECTION PREVENTION AND CONTROL MEASURES IN CASE OF PRESENCE OF ONE OR MORE PASSENGERS SUSPECTED TO BE AFFECTED BY SYNDROME ASSOCIATED WITH A NOVEL CORONAVIRUS, SUCH AS, COUGH, BREATHING DIFFICULTIES, FEVER, COLD, THE PILOT IN COMMAND OF THE FLIGHT, BEFORE TAKE FURTHER ACTION SHOULD VERIFY IF THE SICK PASSENGER HAS SOJOURNED IN CHINA IN THE LAST 14 DAYS PRIOR THE DATE OF THE FLIGHT. ACCORDING TO THE INFORMATION RECEIVED BY THE PASSENGER THE FLIGHT CAN BE CARRIED OUT AS FOLLOW: A. IF NO SOJOURN HAS BEEN REPORTED IN CHINA FLIGHT CAN PROCEED ACCORDING TO ITS FLIGHT PLAN UNLESS DIFFERENT MEDICAL CARE FORCE THE PILOT TO DIVERT TO THE FIRST AVAILABLE AIRPORT. B. IF THE SICK PASSENGER REPORTS SOJOURNED IN CHINA THEN USE OF A PART 1 OF 4 CREATED: 30 Jan 2020 13:23:00 SOURCE: LIIAYNYX

K0513/20 - UAAA (Kazakhstan): Flight information region Plain language
WHEN SOMEONE ON BOARD DETECTED WITH SYMPTOMS COMPATIBLE WITH SEVERE RESPIRATORY DISEASE ASSOCIATED WITH NOVEL CORONAVIRUS, THE PILOT-IN-COMMAND SHALL NOTIFY KAZAKHSTAN ATC UNIT ON FIRST CONTACT. CREATED: 30 Jan 2020 09:38:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

K0513/20 - UIII (Kazakhstan): Flight information region Plain language

WHEN SOMEONE ON BOARD DETECTED WITH SYMPTOMS COMPATIBLE WITH SEVERE RESPIRATORY DISEASE ASSOCIATED WITH NOVEL CORONAVIRUS, THE PILOT-IN-COMMAND SHALL NOTIFY KAZAKHSTAN ATC UNIT ON FIRST CONTACT. CREATED: 30 Jan 2020 09:38:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

A0288/20 - LLBG (Israel): Aerodrome Limited to

DCT FLTS AND/OR FLTS ORIGINATING IN CHINA AND TRANSITING THROUGH INTERMEDIATE DESTINATIONS CARRYING WILDLIFE ARE PROHIBITED FROM ARRIVING AT TEL-AVIV/BEN GURION AIRPORT. CREATED: 29 Jan 2020 16:12:00 SOURCE: LLADYNYX

A0177/20 - VVTS (Viet Nam): Flight information region Plain language

WHEN SOMEONE ON BOARD A FLT INBOUND TO AN AIRPORT OF VIETNAM IS DETECTED WITH SYMPTOMS COMPATIBLE WITH SEVERE RESPIRATORY DISEASE ASSOCIATED WITH NOVEL CORONAVIRUS, THE PILOT-IN-COMMAND SHALL NOTIFY ATC ON FIRST CONTACT OR IF ALREADY IN CONTACT WITH HANOI/HOCHIMINH ATC AS SOON AS SYMPTOMS ARE OBSERVED, SO THAT ATC CAN PASS THIS INFORMATION IN ADVANCE TO THE RELEVANT AIRPORT UNITS. CREATED: 29 Jan 2020 15:19:00 SOURCE: VVVVYNYX

A0177/20 - VVVV (Viet Nam): Flight information region Plain language

WHEN SOMEONE ON BOARD A FLT INBOUND TO AN AIRPORT OF VIETNAM IS DETECTED WITH SYMPTOMS COMPATIBLE WITH SEVERE RESPIRATORY DISEASE ASSOCIATED WITH NOVEL CORONAVIRUS, THE PILOT-IN-COMMAND SHALL NOTIFY ATC ON FIRST CONTACT OR IF ALREADY IN CONTACT WITH HANOI/HOCHIMINH ATC AS SOON AS SYMPTOMS ARE OBSERVED, SO THAT ATC CAN PASS THIS INFORMATION IN ADVANCE TO THE RELEVANT AIRPORT UNITS. CREATED: 29 Jan 2020 15:19:00 SOURCE: VVVVYNYX

II. ALL TRAVELLERS ARRIVING IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY BY AIRCRAFT THAT HAVE DEPARTED FROM THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (INCLUDING THE HONG KONG AND MACAU SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE REGIONS) MUST PROVIDE FLIGHT AND PERSONAL INFORMATION BY FILLING IN THE PUBLIC HEALTH PASSENGER LOCATOR FORM (SEE ICAO ANNEX 9, APPENDIX 13). THE PUBLIC HEALTH PASSENGER LOCATOR FORM MUST BE HANDED OUT TO PASSENGERS BY THE CREW, COMPLETED AND HANDED OVER TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH AUTHORITIES AT THE DESTINATION AIRPORT.

III. AIR CARRIERS MUST KEEP THE DATA AVAILABLE TO THEM FOR FLIGHTS FROM THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (INCLUDING THE HONG KONG AND MACAU SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE REGIONS) TO THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY FOR UP TO 30 DAYS. THIS APPLIES, IN PARTICULAR, TO ELECTRONICALLY STORED DATA FOR IDENTIFICATION AND CONTACT DETAILS OF TRAVELLERS AS WELL AS TO SEATING PLANS. FURTHER INFORMATION: WEBSITE OF THE GERMAN FEDERAL MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT AND DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE WWW.BMVI.DE 'CORONA VIRUS'.

CREATED: 29 Jan 2020 15:07:00 SOURCE: EUECYIYN

DUE OUTBREAK OF CORONA-VIRUS, ALL PAX ORIGINATING FM PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA AND/OR ANY OTHER POINT OF ORIGIN SUSPECTED TO BE AFFECTED BY THE VIRUS WILL BE SUBJECTED TO PHYSICAL AND TEMPERATURE SCREENING UPON ARR AT ALL POINTS OF ENTRY INTO KENYA. ALL AIRLINES SHOULD: 1) FILL AND SUBMIT TO PORT HEALTH GENERAL DECLARATION FORM ON HEALTH PART OF ACFT AND FLT MANIFEST 2) IF SUSPECTED CASES OF THE VIRUS ARE IDENTIFIED, INFORM PORT HEALTH THRU ATC THE FLW INFO: - A) ACFT ID B) DEP AD C) ETA D) NR OF SUSPECTED CASES ON BOARD E) NR OF POB